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Project Planning: Preventing Fire During Construction
Advance planning for fire protection and vigilance in construction safety can greatly reduce the risk of disaster.
You've seen the front-page headline: "Landmark Building Destroyed -- House of Worship Burns." Sadly, it often happens during
a restoration project undertaken by a congregation committed to preserving its house of worship. Why? And what can you do to
minimize the chances of fire loss? The answers lie in recognizing probable causes, implementing adequate prevention
measures, and preparing a plan for battling a fire should it strike.
Undertaking construction work increases the risk of fire: some are caused by tools and products used during the construction
process, while others are due to carelessness on the job. Most fires can be prevented by taking routine safety precautions and
eliminating the opportunities for a fire to start.
Probable Causes
The leading cause of construction-related fires is the use of open-flame torches. Torches are frequently used to adhere roofing
materials and to solder, weld, or cut metal. In any case, the possibility of setting fire to decorative woodwork, structural wood,
paint, building paper, or a nest or dry vegetation in a wall cavity, is extraordinarily high. Often a smoldering ember flares and
ignites hours after workers have left the job site. The chances of discovering this type of fire early enough to prevent severe
damage are slim.
Paint removal with electric resistance coil units such as heat guns or heat plates is also very risky. Heat coils can ignite paint
chips, building paper, or fibrous wood or debris. Careless use can result in the burning of drop cloths or other flammable
objects. Fumes from chemical solvents often used in paint stripping and wood refinishing can also be easily ignited by an
electric spark or a struck match.
The petroleum-fueled space heater is another potential hazard. It is often used for the comfort of construction crews and to
increase temperatures to facilitate the use of certain building materials. If knockedover, the space heater not only ignites
building materials, but adds fuel to the fire.
Materials subject to spontaneous combustion, like mops and rags soaked with roofing materials, oil, or solvents, are obvious
hazards that require special handling. Furthermore, the storage of flammable materials on the job site can accelerate the
spread of a small fire. Of particular concern are paints and solvents, roofing materials, paper, and fuels such as gas, propane,
and kerosene.
Carelessness in disposing of smoking material can lead to fire, whether it is a match thrown in a garbage can or a partially
extinguished cigarette dropped among wood shavings.
Vandalism and arson are potential threats since unprotected construction sites, scaffolding, and piles of flammable building
materials may attract unwanted attention. Buildings that appear to be abandoned are frequently targets.
An often unrecognized, but significant threat to historic religious buildings is old, faulty wiring. The disturbance of old wire
coated with brittle insulation can cause sparks that can lead to fire. The organ is particularly vulnerable: its hot, dry environment
is the perfect place for nest-making, insulation-chewing rodents. Even without disturbance, old wiring may overheat due to the
increased electrical load associated with construction. Multiple extension cords running to heavy equipment are a good
indicator of a potentially overloaded electrical system.
Adequate lightning protection systems are particularly important for buildings with steeples, towers, and high roof peaks. These
systems, however, can become ungrounded during construction. An ungrounded system is worse than o protection at all.
Carelessness on the job site underlies many of these potential threats and has been the recent cause of many fires. In the worst
cases, one careless mistake is compounded by another. A tragic example is a case where the use of a propane torch caused
a fire that was not detected until three hours after the work crew had left. Propane fuel tanks had been stored on the third floor of
the property. When the fire spread to this area, the tanks exploded and blew the entire roof off the building.
An Ounce of Prevention
Having identified the probable causes of construction-related fires, take measures to reduce the threat of a fire starting or
spreading rapidly. Make fire safety an important consideration in project planning, writing specifications, and contractor
selection. Consult with local preservation organizations, municipal agencies, or other preservation professionals about the
safest procedures for performing the necessary work. Discuss the project with your local fire department. Explain the safety
expectations to contractors during pre-bid walk-throughs.Although job safety is legally the contractor's responsibility, for some
projects an architect or a safety consultant may add specific requirements that the contractor must provide, such as a fire watch
or even installing a temporary sprinkler system. Fire safety and security costs should be part of the project budget. Choose an
experienced contractor with a good safety record who makes you feel confident that workers will be properly trained and
supervised in safety practices.
Explain to the contractor and all crew members the architectural and historic significance of the building. Show them how to call
the fire department, where phones and call boxes are located, where fire extinguishers are stored, and where the nearest water
source is located. Explain the fire fighting plan to them. If the crew understands your interest in restoring and preserving the
building, they are more likely to be careful on the job site.
Don't be reluctant to report any carelessness to the contractor immediately. Have an electrician inspect the wiring prior to the

start of construction. Inadequate electrical service should be upgraded or auxiliary power provided. If the wiring is found to be
old, frayed, or brittle,replace it or disconnect it until it can be replaced. Specify the safest methods possible for performing work
such as preparing wood surfaces for repainting by scraping and sanding, without using heat guns or torches. Consider
choosing a roofing system that does not require an open-flame torch for installation.
Perform all welding and cutting of metal materials off site. When hazardous devices and materials are used, make sure the
contractor and operators know how to use them properly and follow safety procedures. Carefully supervise all open-flame and
electric coil work on site. In many cities and counties, including New York City, operators must be licensed to use propane
torches and equipment must be approved by the fire department. Specify a mandatory fire watch, requiring frequent inspection
of the building several hours following completion of this work, especially attics and related spaces. Properly ventilate all areas
where chemical solvents are used; this will prevent the accumulation of a concentration of fumes that can cause an explosion.
Use explosion proof fans that are designed to protect the air flow from sparks.
Store all flammable liquids away from the job site. Dispose of all rags, paper, and construction debris off the site or in airtight
fireproof containers. Materials subject to spontaneous combustion must be immersed in water and stored separately. Use nonflammable drop cloths and tarps. Keep fire extinguishers rated for the types of flammable materials on the site within reach of
the crew, in addition to having multi-purpose dry chemical extinguishers suitable for most common materials available. Have
personnel trained in how and when to use portable fire extinguishers on duty at all times.
Prohibit smoking on the job site. Secure the site during off-hours with additional lighting, fences, intrusion alarms, guards, or
guard dogs. At the completion of any exterior work that could have disturbed the lightning protection system, have it inspected
by a qualified installer. Perform necessary repairs immediately. For projects of long duration, protect and inspect the system
during work to ensure that it remains functional.
Recognizing the probable causes of fire and taking the necessary steps to eliminate risks are crucial components of any
building-related project. Take the opportunity to implement these measures that willprotect your house of worship during
construction projects and thereafter.
This article was revised from Preventing Fire During Construction Projects from Common Bond Volume 2, Number 4 (Fall
1986), by Michael Lynch, P.E., R.A., Senior Restoration Coordinator, New York State Office of Parks, Recreation and Historic
Preservation. Additional information provided by Tom Cusa, Nicholson & Galloway, Inc.; Roz Li, Li/Saltzman Architects, P.C.;
and Ed Kamper.

